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The Scottish Justice – eNewsletter

December 2020

Welcome to the fourth of this year’s newsletters. At the time of issuing the previous

newsletter I imagine we all hoped that by then, we had seen the worst that COVID-19 had

to throw at us. Here we are, however, several months later, still suffering the

consequences of the world pandemic and contemplating a Christmas under the new regime

of “lockdown”. These continue to be the strangest of days.

In this issue of the Scottish Justice you will see information on the election of the

Association’s new office bearers; an update on the work done on your behalf regarding JP

expenses; and information concerning a consultation that the Scottish Government is

undertaking on the retirement age of the Judiciary. The Association will be responding to

the consultation in its own right, but all JPs are encouraged to review and comment on the

new proposals individually should they wish. Also in this edition you will find articles

from Pam Marrs on her experience of working as a JP in the new Inverness Justice Centre

and from Jackie Mann and Andrew Clarke who both share their reasons for becoming a JP

and their thoughts on the recruitment and training process.

The Association’s Executive Committee wish each and every one of you and your families

a very merry Christmas and a peaceful and prosperous New Year and we end 2020 in the

hope that 2021 brings some sense of normality back to us all.

Comments and feedback on anything in the newsletter is always welcome. These can be

sent to editor@scottishjustices.org
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SJA AGM 2020

The SJA 2020 AGM was held on Wednesday 18th November. It was held using Zoom
Meeting technology as a direct result of the on-going Covid-19 pandemic. This allowed
members to join the AGM from their own homes. It was extremely fortunate, even verging
on prescience, that the SJA Constitution was amended last year to allow the use of new and
emerging technology to allow members to join the AGM remotely, with the objective of
boosting numbers attending.

I am pleased to report that a total of thirty-one members joined the AGM, which is well in
excess of the number required for a quorum (twenty members require to attend), and is more
than we have had attending the AGM in several of recent years.

The AGM considered and reviewed the Annual Report and Accounts which were
unanimously approved. It was noted that the Annual Report was by necessity rather shorter
than in previous years as there had been no Judicial Committee meetings, no conferences
attended and no formal Sheriffdom training since March 2020. In addition the Accounts of
the Association are still to be formally signed off by the Independent Examiner, which is
entirely due to the Examiner’s decision not to receive physical documents for review due to
the pandemic restrictions. This policy has recently been changed and formal sign-off is
imminent.

The Annual Report and Accounts were circulated to all members electronically in advance of
the AGM as required by the Constitution, however, it is planned to arrange for the printing of
a small number of copies of the Annual Report and Accounts. Some of these will be
circulated to appropriate members of the Judiciary, and to all Sheriffdom Legal Advisors. A
few copies will also be given to SJA Executive Committee members, and should any member
wish a printed copy then they should either contact their local Executive Committee member
or request one direct from the Secretary via the email address secretary@scottishjustices.org.

The meeting also considered the two Constitutional Amendments which had been proposed
by the Executive Committee. These amendments reflected the changes that were required
this year to the election process for Executive Committee members, as a result of the JP
Court closures over the summer months. The changes proved very successful with a
significant increase in the number of members putting themselves forward for the Executive
Committee, and required elections to be held in two Sheriffdoms – Grampian Highland &
Islands and South Strathclyde, Dumfries & Galloway. In addition, the use of electronic voting
proved very effective with a large number of votes being cast. Accordingly the two
amendments; the first to allow members to self-nominate and not require a proposer plus
seconder; and the second to allow electronic voting by members whose email could be
verified against the email addresses of members held by the Membership Secretary, were
both passed unanimously. Members are reminded that the SJA Constitution is permanently
available on the SJA website.

The AGM also saw the final meeting under the chairmanship of Gordon Hunter, as he had
completed two years as Chair of the Association, which is the maximum allowed under the
Constitution. Gordon was thanked for his leadership and commitment to the Association
over the past two years.
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It was also noted that two Executive Committee members were standing down after this
AGM. John Whyte of TC&F and Neil McKechnie of G&S had both decided not to stand for
re-election. Both were thanked for their work and support of the Committee, John Whyte in
particular for acting as Treasurer for five years, and Neil McKechnie for his particular
interest in young offenders. It was also noted that Mandy Shand (TC&F) and Tom Davis
(GH&I) had resigned from the Executive Committee during the past year and both were
thanked for their very positive contributions.

The new Chair of the Association and all other Office Bearers were due to be elected at the
first meeting of the new Executive Committee which was due to be held on the following
Monday 23rd November.

Dennis Barr - Secretary

New SJA Office Bearers for 2020/21

At the Executive Committee meeting held on Monday 23rd November 2020 the Committee
elected the following Office Bearers for the forthcoming year:-

Chair:- Mrs Grace MacLeod was unanimously elected as Chair of the Association. Grace
has been a JP for twenty years within the Sheriffdom of North Strathclyde and is primarily
based at the Lochgilphead JP Court. She is a member of the North Strathclyde Training and
Appraisal committee. She was previously the Vice-Chairman of the SJA.

Vice-Chair:- Mr David Donaldson was unanimously elected as Vice-Chair of the
Association. David is a JP within Tayside Central & Fife Sheriffdom. David has been a
member of the SJA Executive Committee for five years.

Treasurer:- Mr Stuart Fair was unanimously elected as Treasurer of the
Association. Stuart has been a member of the SJA for many years and is currently enjoying
his second appointment to the role of Treasurer. He replaced Mr John Whyte in January this
year. Stuart is a JP in Tayside Central & Fife.

Secretary:- Mr Dennis Barr was unanimously re-elected as Secretary of the
Association. Dennis is a JP in Glasgow & Strathkelvin Sheriffdom and has served as
Secretary for the past four years.

Membership Secretary and SJA Website Controller – John Lawless was unanimously re-
elected to this role which he has performed for the past four years. John is a JP in Glasgow &
Strathkelvin Sheriffdom

In addition, the meeting also appointed the JP representatives for the various Judicial
Committees, these are as follows:-

Judicial Council - The Chair and Secretary - Mrs Grace MacLeod and Dennis Barr

Judicial Conduct Committee - Dr John Burns. John is the existing JP member so this is
simply a renewal. John is a JP in Lothian & Borders Sheriffdom
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Judicial Welfare and Support Committee - Mr Phil Cropper who is a JP in Grampian
Highland & Islands Sheriffdom. Phil replaces Neil McKechnie who has stood down from the
Executive Committee

Judicial Information and Communications Technology Committee - Mr John Lawless. John
is the existing JP member so this is simply a renewal. John is a JP in Glasgow &
Strathkelvin.

SJA/SCTS Liaison Committee – The Chair and Vice-Chair – Grace MacLeod and David
Donaldson

‘Scottish Justice’ Sub- Committee – Phil Cropper (GH&I) agreed to continue in the role of
editor of the ‘Scottish Justice’ the electronic magazine of the Association, and both Martin
Morley (GH&I) and Robert Walsh (SSD&G) agreed to join the sub-committee to assist with
the collection and compilation of articles.

Dennis Barr – Secretary

The Inverness Justice Centre – a JP’s view

The Inverness Justice Centre was to open on Monday March 30th 2020, heralding a new era

in the provision of justice for the Highlands. This brand new building has been much

anticipated and here we have been excited to welcome a building which will provide modern

facilities and a range of support organisations to help improve justice services.

But then the Covid-19 pandemic struck!!

So there was no official opening with tours

of the building explaining who would

occupy the many offices on the ground floor

- but I do understand that they will

eventually be occupied those support

organisations. The first floor houses the

Courtrooms; Witness Rooms; small pods for

Defence Agents to consult with their clients;

and Sheriff and JP chambers, The Faculty

Room and office space for SCTS staff,

Fiscals and of course our Legal Advisors.

It is quite a large building! There are 6 Courtrooms, all fitted with the latest technology so

cases can be heard with a minimum of people present in the room. The video link is much

improved and speaking from my own experience works well in the present circumstances.

The Courtrooms are huge (but of course, they are empty just now). Lined with wood

panelling, which is pleasant to look at, but the chairs provided for the Bench are not

particularly comfortable, especially if you have a long day in Court!
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Security is much enhanced at present, and maybe court attendees are not having the best

experience just now, but hopefully post Covid this will improve. Witness Rooms are

comfortable and provide direct access to the Courtroom - no corridors to navigate or other

Court users to pass. The building is very user friendly, with much improved access for people

with disabilities.

JPs are provided with a security pass which allows access to the car park and to the rear of

the building, saving us going through the waiting area full of those we may see later in the

day. A definite plus! The Chambers for JP use are more than adequate for our purpose,

although the lack of accessible power points has caused some consternation, and I have it on

good authority that one of the Sheriffs has already tasked an electrician to fit some in their

Chambers!

The building as a whole (to my eyes) appears unfinished - bare concrete pillars and staircases

that remind you of a 1970s car park, with the footprints of the workers embedded in the

stairs! But maybe this is the look that the architect was intending. Unfortunately some areas

are already beginning to look a bit unloved, weeds are coming through the paths and paving

stones, and the garden areas do not appear to have had much attention. This of course could

be due to the current circumstances we are living in, but creating a welcoming environment

for Court visitors is important. Hopefully this will improve when restrictions allow outside

work to be done.

As we sit in Court during this pandemic, our thoughts must be for the safety of all Court

users. The Inverness Justice Centre is a very safe place to be and while we get used to this

way of working, the procedures work well. It feels good to be back in court - masks, sanitiser

and all!

Pam Marrs JP, GH&I

Judicial Mandatory Retirement Age – Consultation

The Scottish Government has recently released a consultation document which seeks views
on the potential to raise the Mandatory Retirement Age (MRA) of judicial post holders in
Scotland from 70 to either 72 or 75 years of age. Full details of the consultation document
can be found by using this link:-

https://consult.gov.scot/justice/judicial-mandatory-retirement-age/

The Executive Committee do plan to make a collective response on behalf of the Association.
We are aware, however, that this issue has generated some strong views in the past, therefore,
we do suggest that anyone who feels particularly motivated by this subject should respond on
their own behalf. The closing date for this consultation is 14th December 2020, therefore time
is limited. Please also note that the consultation seeks responses to thirteen specific
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questions. If any member wishes to comment on the consultation and the specific questions
that are posed, but does not wish to submit an individual response, then they may send their
views to secretary@scottishjustices.org, and every endeavour will be made to incorporate
these views in the collective SJA response.

Dennis Barr – Secretary

Becoming a Justice of the Peace

I have been asked to share my reasons for becoming a Justice of the Peace. I had a fulfilling

career in Human Resources, and I’ve been lucky to have had the opportunity to live and work

in different parts of the world. I value the opportunities I was afforded by my career.

However, I am conscious that a career in private industry is measured by commercial metrics.

In the mid-2000s I returned to the UK to live and being in my hometown of Aberdeen again I

felt that I should be paying back for the opportunities I’d been given. In a general sense I was

attracted to take on voluntary work as a counterbalance to the focus in my career on profit

and commercial gain. So, I looked for a role which played to my professional skills….

gathering the facts, assessing situations, listening, and understanding people, emotions,

motivations, and influences, and then making decisions.

I applied for and was accepted for a role on the Children’s Panel. It was a complete eye

opener for me. It gave me an insight into the struggle and pressure of family life for many

people. It was tough to deal with issues of abuse, neglect, poverty, addiction, and deprivation

but I enjoyed playing a small part in putting supports in place to help children and families.

After 10 years serving on the Children’s Panel, I wanted a new challenge. Again, looking at

my professional strengths I considered that serving as a Justice of the Peace could be logical

move. I thought that I could take the knowledge and experience I had gained from Children’s

Panel and apply it to the challenges of the Court. Specifically, I thought that my experience

of listening to the facts of a case and appreciating the importance of the circumstances

behind it including the impact on the victim, the offender and the community and being able

to deliver a decision would be beneficial in the role. Researching the role and the application

and assessment process boosted my confidence because the more I learned about the role the

more confident I felt that I could do it. The selection panel interview was a bit daunting but,

again, it left me with a feeling that I could take on the role.

The training year was very enjoyable for me. In a personal sense, the training provided the

challenge I was looking for, particularly learning about judicial principles and process. The

learning sessions were a very positive experience as we could hear from experts in their field,

listen to others in group discussions and practice our court skills through role play. As

someone who learns best from visual stimulation, sitting in on Court sessions watching

experienced JPs and being able to meet and speak with serving JPs was the most beneficial
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part of training. I must pay tribute to the Legal Advisors who delivered excellent training

sessions, provided support and encouragement and who saw us through the first few nerve-

racking sessions on the bench. The first few sessions on the bench were very tough.

Feeling the responsibility to get it right and not let anyone down was a challenge.

Having completed the training and started sitting as a Justice of the Peace I can say that I am

happy to be a Justice of the Peace. It does make me feel good that I can give something back

and perform a worthwhile role. Every session on the bench is different and having a mentor

to discuss issues on a more detailed basis with has been really helpful and I continue to learn

from that interaction.

Whenever I’m asked about being a Justice of the Peace, I encourage others to do it, or any

other voluntary role. My advice is to pick a role that plays to your strengths and that

challenges you. The benefits it gives back are huge and I’m grateful to everyone who helped

me get there and continue to support me today.

Jackie Mann JP, GH&I

JP Expenses Rates

The Association has raised the issue of the disputed JP Expenses Rates with the Scottish
Government’s Justice Committee. The Association has responded to letters on the matter
from the Justice Minister and the Chief Executive of SCTS. We have recently been advised
that the Convenor of the Justice Committee has asked that the matter be incorporated into a
forthcoming report on the Scottish Government’s draft budget for 2021/22. We shall
therefore have to wait to see what the Members wish to recommend. Any further details will
be circulated to members as soon as they become available.

It should also be mentioned that the review of expenses rates for Magistrates in England &
Wales which was expected in the spring of 2020 has been delayed due to the Covid-19
pandemic. Again, any further information will be distributed as soon as it is known.

Dennis Barr – Secretary

Taking the Plunge!

After 20 years as a lecturer at the University of Aberdeen, I surprised myself by opting to

respond to one of the periodic, cost-cutting pleas for staff to take Voluntary Severance. In

addition to the standard roles of teaching and research, I had especially enjoyed a wide range

of additional opportunities at the University, including conflict mediation, staff promotion

exercises, institutional validation, disciplinary appeals – tasks that all required evaluating and

engaging with people, in highly process- and standards-driven contexts. Looking ahead,

however, it wasn’t immediately clear that staying the course through to a normal retirement
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age – as I had always assumed – would continue to offer the variety and stimulation I had

previously valued. And so I bit the bullet … and took the plunge!

This significant change in both life and lifestyle opened up the possibility, at least, of

exploring fulfilment in a number of smaller roles. Was it then a moment of vulnerability, over

a drink with a local JP, when the seed was sown? ‘With your experience and skill-set, you

should seriously consider serving as a Justice.’ Over the following three years, I kept an eagle

eye out for the next JP recruitment round, and in due course crossed my fingers and applied.

The ‘beast from the east’ nearly stopped the whole process in its tracks, as travel

into Aberdeen for the scheduled interview became contrary to Police advice! My first contact

with Tracey (JP Executive Support, GH&I) was to put out feelers as to how it would be

viewed if I sought to reschedule. And the rest, as they say …

How many times over the next nine months did I feel an overwhelming sense of imposter

syndrome, as I sat through training sessions and court observations? What would be required

for me to get a sufficient grasp of the role? What would it take to build up an adequate

framework of base knowledge so that I knew where to place new information as it continued

to pile up, incessantly it seemed? Nothing beats experience, of course; but never before had I

been in a situation where I felt so exposed and inadequate. Perhaps it’s part of my psyche, but

I’m not especially comfortable ‘winging’ it. It dawned on me that what I had previously

enjoyed in those people-, process-, standards- roles had been plenty of time to evaluate

data carefully, rigorously and slowly … and, it now struck me, I had also been used to doing

this whilst working in a team! Sitting alone on the bench, with all eyes looking to me for an

immediate decision, where I had no precedent, has been the scariest thing to which I

have ever voluntarily submitted myself!

And then came COVID-19. While others may have regarded that this ‘novel’ virus provided

additional challenges, for me it felt that much of the routine pressure was immediately

reduced. The chance to rapidly build up my own personal catalogue of case-law, whilst

sitting in a largely empty courtroom, was a welcome relief.

Perhaps it’s for the best that I may always feel somewhat inadequate on the bench; …

after all, those in the dock are not likely to be feeling that comfortable!

I’m all too frequently reminded of the apposite Biblical Proverb (18:17): ‘In a lawsuit the

first to speak seems right, until someone comes forward and cross-examines.’

Andrew Clarke JP, GH&I


